1.
Introduction. The problems of statistics have been classified under three heads: problems of specification, problems of estimation, problems of distribution.! I intend to prove certain theorems regarding the problem of distribution in more general form than that in which they have been proved before.
By the distribution problem of statistics is meant the problem of finding the distribution function, or law of total probability, of the real, single-valued functions /A«(#I, 
(j)(E),
where i = V( -1), exists for all values of h and t 2 , and is Radon's generalization of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. J Since <t>{E) is of finite total variation, the limit of the above integral exists as R-^S, where R is an arbitrarily large rectangle and 5 is the entire x%x 2 • • • x n -space, and we write (1) A(/i, /»; M«, 4) = f e^^dME).
We must now define the appropriate distribution function in the jU]jLc 2 -space. Let -E' be any set in the /xijLt 2 -space contained in an arbitrarily large rectangle, and let E be the corresponding set in the Xix 2 • • • x n -space.
We then define the set function $ by <£(£') =<fi(E). Since </>(E) is a distribution function and /*«(#), (a = 1, 2), are single-valued functions of Xi, x 2 , • • • , # n , it follows that 0 ^ <£(E') ^ 1 and that <£ is absolutely additive. We shall show below that $(S') = 1, where S' is the whole MiM2-space. Thus <£(£') is the appropriate distribution function in the /xi/x 2 -space.
The Characteristic Function of the Distribution Function of
Ha(x)* We shall now show that (2) f e u^^d z cj>{E) = [ e u "dME'), J s J s' where 2/x = *iMi+feM2 an d d^{E') ^d filfi2^( E f ). Separate the real and imaginary parts of (2) and consider, for example, the approximating sums f
where .E& (n) is the set of points (xi, ) for which Jk S cos (*/z(aO) < 3>*+i, and S n ' = 13 ;y* $(£**)> where E& (n) is the set of points (/xi, /x 2 ) for which 3>& (n) ^cos (t/d) <y ( kl v The set E{ n) belongs to the domain of definition of </ > and Efc (n) to that of $. The equality of the approximating sums follows from the fact that in accordance with the definition in
. A similar result follows for the imaginary part, and thus (2) is established.
If in (2) we set ti = t 2 : = 0, we have J at J a that is, $(5') = 1, as was mentioned above. 2 \J_ 00 J_ 00 / (**i)(*fe) (3)
• A(/i, / 2 ; $)dtidt 2 , where * P. Levy, Ca/cw/ des Probabilités, 1925, p. 161. 
